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 Funded by the National Convergence Technology 

Center (NSF Advanced Technological Education 

Center)

 Manages the CCN community of practice featuring 83 

schools in 31 states that regularly shares expertise and 

best practices

 Engages a national Business and Industry Leadership 

Team (BILT) to identify needed IT job skills to keep 

curriculum current with industry trends

 Trains faculty on emerging technologies through in-

depth professional development

 Developing seven regional hubs to create new 

relationships and boost 2+2+2 articulation pathways

 Disseminates materials and processes via webinars, 

social media, and presentations
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Awareness - May 2021 

Direct quote: “I need to do something” – I will contact Mark 
Dempsey at the CTC –Workforce Development



Here’s to the scientist…

https://math.mit.edu/~shor/elecpubs.html
http://neilsloane.com/

https://math.mit.edu/~shor/elecpubs.html
http://neilsloane.com/






Quantum Information Science and Technology

(QIST) merges quantum mechanics-based

concepts—or those that hone in on how things

operate at the subatomic level—with theories on

storing, transmitting, computing or measuring

information. This session outlines the Quantum

Information and Technology Workforce

Development National Strategic Plan and offers

industry and academia recognized ecosystems for

workforce development in QIST.



Dr. Charles Tahan

https://youtu.be/eztP78Z6sOA

https://youtu.be/eztP78Z6sOA
















National Science and Technology 
Council 

The National Science and Technology Council (NSTC) is the principal means 

by which the Executive Branch coordinates science and technology policy across 

the diverse entities that make up the Federal research and development (R&D) 

enterprise. A primary objective of the NSTC is to ensure science and technology 

policy decisions and programs are consistent with the President's stated goals. 

The NSTC prepares R&D strategies that are coordinated across Federal 

agencies aimed at accomplishing multiple national goals. The work of the 

NSTC is organized under committees that oversee subcommittees and 

working groups focused on different aspects of science and technology.

http://www.whitehouse.gov/ostp/nstc



Office of Science and Technology 
Policy 

The Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) was established by the National Science and 

Technology Policy, Organization, and Priorities Act of 1976 to provide the President and others within 

the Executive Office of the President with advice on the scientific, engineering, and technological 

aspects of the economy, national security, homeland security, health, foreign relations, the 

environment, and the technological recovery and use of resources, among other topics. 

OSTP leads interagency science and technology policy coordination efforts, assists the Office of 

Management and Budget with an annual review and analysis of Federal R&D in budgets, and serves 

as a source of scientific and technological analysis and judgment for the President with respect to 

major policies, plans, and programs of the Federal Government.



NSTC Subcommittee on Quantum 
Information Science 

The National Science and Technology Council (NSTC) Subcommittee on 

Quantum Information Science (SCQIS) was legislated by the National 

Quantum Initiative Act and coordinates Federal R&D in quantum 

information science and related technologies under the auspices of the 

NSTC Committee on Science. 

The aim of this R&D coordination is to maintain and expand U.S. 

leadership in quantum information science and its applications over the 

next decade.



Executive Summary 

Workforce development in Quantum Information Science and 

Technology (QIST) is a priority for the United States as part of the National 

Quantum Initiative.1

To ensure economic and national security, several actions are 

recommended here to evaluate the QIST workforce landscape, prepare 

more people for jobs with quantum technology, enhance STEM 

education at all levels, accelerate exploration of quantum frontiers,2 and 

expand the talent pool for industries of the future.



Vision:

The United States should develop a diverse, 

inclusive, and sustainable workforce that 

possesses the broad range of skills needed by 

industry, academia, and the U.S. Government, 

while being able to scale and adapt as the 

QIST landscape evolves.



To ensure the United States creates a diverse, inclusive, and 

sustainable workforce that possesses the broad range of skills needed by 

industry, academia, national laboratories, and the U.S. Government, this 

document expands upon the workforce policies outlined in the National 

Strategic Overview of Quantum Information Science. It provides 

updates on current activities, additional recommendations, and criteria 

for success. Four critical actions are identified:

1. Develop and maintain an understanding of the workforce needs in the

QISTecosystem, with both short-term and long-term perspectives;

2. Introduce broader audiences to QIST through public outreach and

educational materials;

3. Address QIST-specific gaps in professional education and training

opportunities; and

4. Make careers in QIST and related fields more accessible and equitable.



Action 1. 

Develop and Maintain an Understanding 0f 

Workforce Needs in the QIST Ecosystem, with both 

Short-Term and Long-Term Perspectives

Goal: Understand the supply of and demand for QIST workers; 

assess the state of educational and training opportunities; and 

track the overall demographic make-up of the field.

https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-

content/uploads/2022/01/2021-CoSTEM-Progress-

Report-OSTP.pdf

https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/2021-CoSTEM-Progress-Report-OSTP.pdf


Top 12 Quantum Computing 

Research Universities - 2022

https://thequantuminsider.co

m/2022/04/18/the-worlds-top-

12-quantum-computing-

research-universities/

The Institute for Quantum Computing — University of Waterloo

University of Oxford

Harvard University — Harvard Quantum Initiative

MIT — Center for Theoretical Physics

National University of Singapore and Nanyang Technological University — Centre for 

Quantum Technologies

University of California Berkeley

University of Maryland — Joint Quantum Institute

University of Science and Technology of China (USTC) – Division of Quantum Physics and 

Quantum Information

University of Chicago — Chicago Quantum Exchange (CQE)

University of Sydney — Australia

Quantum Applications and Research Laboratory at 

LMU Munich (QAR-Lab)

University of Innsbruck – Quantum Information & Computation

https://thequantuminsider.com/2022/04/18/the-worlds-top-12-quantum-computing-research-universities/


My favorite use case…8 million lines 

of code – Lockheed-Martin F-35



Use Cases by industry

https://4627su41pzrvhaad34118k3y-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-

content/uploads/2022/01/UseCasesList-Sept2021.pdf

Aerospace / Defense / Automotive

BioPharma

Chemicals & Materials

Consumer / FMCG

Energy / Oil & Gas / Utilities

Finance / Banking / Investing / Insurance

Healthcare

Manufacturing

Operations & Logistics 

Telecommunications / Media / IT / Security

https://4627su41pzrvhaad34118k3y-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/UseCasesList-Sept2021.pdf


Quantum computing to the 

rescue?



“One possible metric of success in building the workforce is the 

growth of these programs nationwide, in terms of development and 

student participation.49 A second metric is in building a diverse 

quantum workforce, in terms of the diversity of students who are 

identified as QIST-aware, -proficient, and - experts.”

Engagement – From Novice to SME



Key concepts of Quantum 

Computing – SLO’s…

https://qis-learners.research.illinois.edu/

Quantum information science

A quantum state

Quantum applications

The quantum bit, or qubit

Entanglement

Coherence of quantum states

Quantum computers

Quantum communication

Quantum sensing

https://qis-learners.research.illinois.edu/


IBM Quantum Educators Program

https://quantum-computing.ibm.com/programs/educators

https://www.ibm.com/quantum/educators

https://quantum-computing.ibm.com/programs/educators
https://quantum-computing.ibm.com/programs/educators
https://www.ibm.com/quantum/educators




https://qiskit.org/textbook/preface.html

https://qiskit.org/textbook/ch-ex/hello-qiskit.html

https://qiskit.org/textbook/preface.html
https://qiskit.org/textbook/ch-ex/hello-qiskit.html






GSA



Action 2. 
Introduce Broader Audiences to QIST Through Public 

Outreach and Educational Materials

“To encourage growth in this base of domestic talent, it is aspirational that all learners

should be empowered to see a place for themselves in the quantum-related careers roster.61

This requires that learners are provided exposure to QIST via accessible outreach and

educational opportunities.”

“These can be during regular school and business activities, and also in informal learning

venues such as museums, movies, games, and other media. The goal is that they understand

what QIST careers exist and what skills are needed to contribute. In this way, K-12 education

and outreach can play a pivotal role in building a diverse future QIST workforce.”



https://www.onetonline.org/

https://www.onetonline.org/
https://www.onetonline.org/


https://skillsusatx.org/membership/build-a-successful-

skillsusa-chapter/

Cloud-Computing/Quantum 

Computing as a Service 

Competition

https://skillsusatx.org/membership/build-a-successful-skillsusa-chapter/


Jobs!

https://www.indeed.com/jobs?q=Quantum%20Computing&start=40&vjk=6d9c734fcac66790

https://www.indeed.com/jobs?q=Quantum Computing&start=40&vjk=6d9c734fcac66790


Action 3. Address QIST-Specific Gaps in Professional 

Education and Training Opportunities

https://quantumcomputingreport.com/education/

Goal: Optimize graduate education and training 

opportunities for jobs in QIST.

https://quantumcomputingreport.com/education/


https://quantumai.google/education

https://quantumai.google/education


Google Cirq



Harvard weekly webinars 2015-2022

http://ciqm.harvard.edu/quantum-materials-and-devices-seminar.html

http://ciqm.harvard.edu/quantum-materials-and-devices-seminar.html


Microsoft Quantum Newsletter

https://info.microsoft.com/Quantum-Computing-Newsletter-

Signup.html?wt.mc_id=AID2406334_QSG_BLOG_407700

Stay up to date on quantum computing from Microsoft

Join us at the leading edge of opportunity—the edge where quantum computing takes

a giant leap forward that will forever alter our economic, industrial, academic, and societal

landscape. Quantum computing is here and Microsoft is committed to empowering a

quantum revolution. And we want you to be a part of it.

https://info.microsoft.com/Quantum-Computing-Newsletter-Signup.html?wt.mc_id=AID2406334_QSG_BLOG_407700




https://docs.aws.amazon.com/braket/?id=docs_gateway

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/braket/?id=docs_gateway




https://www.dwavesys.com/learn/interactive-

advantage/?&mkt_tok=MTAwLVVCWC0xODMAAAGFVA_q3sbVykYDhzofL7Sz75jpEXWlw6IRGvbC8T

cnTvU7AjVAc33d8PaiDQS60hO5FEgNoYJqD7l9eE0aPdBIZBhU2Q0jiVegisJE6AQ

https://cloud.dwavesys.com/leap/login

/?next=/leap/

https://www.dwavesys.com/learn/interactive-advantage/?&mkt_tok=MTAwLVVCWC0xODMAAAGFVA_q3sbVykYDhzofL7Sz75jpEXWlw6IRGvbC8TcnTvU7AjVAc33d8PaiDQS60hO5FEgNoYJqD7l9eE0aPdBIZBhU2Q0jiVegisJE6AQ
https://cloud.dwavesys.com/leap/login/?next=/leap/


https://www.dwavesys.com/solutions-and-

products/cloud-platform/

https://www.dwavesys.com/solutions-and-products/cloud-platform/


Regetti Newsletter



https://docs.rigetti.com/qcs/

https://docs.rigetti.com/qcs/


QIS key concepts for CS | National Q-12 Education Partnership | UIUC 

(q12education.org)

https://q12education.org/learning-materials/framework/CS


https://q12education.org/ https://q12education.org/announcements/44665

https://q12education.org/
https://q12education.org/announcements/44665






https://thequantuminsider.com//

https://thequantuminsider.com/


Action 4. Make Careers in QIST and Related Fields 

More Accessible and Equitable

https://www.ibm.com/blogs/research/2020/07/future-quantum-workforce//

Goal: Reduce barriers to participation in QIST-related careers for everyone who

may wish to work in this field. Increase the pool of talent available for QIST-

related jobs throughout the Nation and in Federal Government, by strengthening

and diversifying programs that have shaped and developed the QIST ecosystem

thus far. Grow the QIST ecosystem further by including entities, institutions, and

organizations that have not yet been engaged in QIST activities.

https://www.ibm.com/blogs/research/2020/07/future-quantum-workforce/


More JOBS!



International Roundtable on Pursuing 

Quantum Information Together: 2n vs 2N

https://www.quantum.gov/readout-international-

roundtable-2n/

https://www.quantum.gov/readout-international-roundtable-2n/


https://www.nist.gov/news-events/news/2022/07/nist-announces-first-four-

quantum-resistant-cryptographic-algorithms

https://www.nist.gov/news-events/news/2022/07/nist-announces-first-four-quantum-resistant-cryptographic-algorithms




How to invest in Quantum Computing

https://thequantuminsider.com/2022/04/19/how-to-invest-in-quantum-

computing-stocks-in-2022/

https://thequantuminsider.com/2022/04/19/how-to-invest-in-quantum-computing-stocks-in-2022/


Here’s to the scientist…

https://youtu.be/FnPp73F5cnE

https://youtu.be/FnPp73F5cnE

https://youtu.be/FnPp73F5cnE


Michelle Simmons - SQC

https://sqc.com.au/https://youtu.be/cugu4iW4W54

https://sqc.com.au/
https://youtu.be/cugu4iW4W54


UK National Quantum Computing 

Centre



Top 20 Quantum Computing 

Investment Companies – 2022

https://thequantuminsider.com/2022/06/08/quantum-investors/

https://thequantuminsider.com/2022/06/08/quantum-investors/


Photonic Quantum Computing 

Companies

https://thequantuminsider.com/2022/03/24/6-quantum-computing-companies-working-

with-photonic-technology/

https://thequantuminsider.com/2022/03/24/6-quantum-computing-companies-working-with-photonic-technology/


Quantum Computing as a Service

https://thequantuminsider.com/2022/05/03/13-companies-offering-

quantum-cloud-computing-services-in-2022/

https://thequantuminsider.com/2022/05/03/13-companies-offering-quantum-cloud-computing-services-in-2022/


The Quantum Zoo…and the 

Awesome List…

https://quantumalgorithmzoo.org/
https://github.com/desireevl/awesome-quantum-

computing#readme

https://quantumalgorithmzoo.org/
https://github.com/desireevl/awesome-quantum-computing#readme


Abbreviations and Acronyms

AFOSR Air Force Office of 
Scientific Research 

AFRL Air Force Research 
Laboratory 

ARL Army Research Laboratory 

ARO Army Research Office 

DHS Department of Homeland 
Security 

DOD Department of Defense 

DOE Department of Energy 

DOI Department of the Interior 

DOS Department of State 

ESIX Subcommittee on Economic 
and Security Implications of 
Quantum Science 

IARPA Intelligence Advanced 
Research Projects Activity 

IWG Interagency Working Group 

LPS National Security Agency 
Laboratory for Physical Sciences 

NASA National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration 

NDAA National Defense 
Authorization Act 

NIH National Institutes of Health 

NIST National Institute of Standards 
and Technology 

NQCO National Quantum 
Coordination Office 

NQI National Quantum Initiative 

NSA National Security Agency 

NSF National Science Foundation 

NSTC National Science and 
Technology Council 

ODNI Office of the Director of National 
Intelligence 

OMB Office of Management and 
Budget 

ONR Office of Naval Research 

OSTP Office of Science and Technology 
Policy 

OUSD(R&E) Office of the Undersecretary 
of Defense for Research and 
Engineering 

QIST Quantum Information Science and 
Technology 

QED-C Quantum Economic 
Development Consortium 

QLCI Quantum Leap Challenge 
Institutes 

R&D Research and Development 

SCQIS Subcommittee on Quantum 
Information Science 

STEM Science Technology Engineering 
and Mathematics. 

USPTO United States Patent and Trade 
Office 



1.Quantum information science (QIS) exploits quantum principles to transform how information is 

acquired, encoded, manipulated, and applied. Quantum information science encompasses quantum 

computing, quantum communication, and quantum sensing, and spurs other advances in science and 

technology.

2.A quantum state is a mathematical representation of a physical system, such as an atom, and provides 

the basis for processing quantum information.

3.Quantum applications are designed to carefully manipulate fragile quantum systems without 

observation to increase the probability that the final measurement will provide the intended result.

4.The quantum bit, or qubit, is the fundamental unit of quantum information, and is encoded in a 

physical system, such as polarization states of light, energy states of an atom, or spin states of an 

electron.

5.Entanglement, an inseparable relationship between multiple qubits, is a key property of quantum 

systems necessary for obtaining a quantum advantage in most QIS applications.

6.For quantum information applications to be successfully completed, fragile quantum states must be 

preserved, or kept coherent.

7.Quantum computers, which use qubits and quantum operations, will solve certain complex 

computational problems more efficiently than classical computers.

8.Quantum communication uses entanglement or a transmission channel, such as optical fiber, to 

transfer quantum information between different locations.

9.Quantum sensing uses quantum states to detect and measure physical properties with the highest 

precision allowed by quantum mechanics.



Thanks!


